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Are slope streaks & RSL fundamentally different or do they just differ in scale like rivers & streams ?
Ambiguities in suggested
taxonomic distinctions[1,2]

Physical commonalities between RSL
and low-albedo slope streaks

Spectral similarities:
 Lack of distinctive absorption
bands in CRISM data for both
slope streaks[3] and RSL[4] .

Streaks at Olympus Mons[3]

Slope streaks and RSL represent a
continuum of dynamic low-albedo slope
features that differ in scale and are
consistent with the brine seepage model
previously suggested for slope streaks[3]
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Fading mechanism:
Wind streaks form and fade next
to persistent slope streaks  a
2nd streak-fading mechanism in
addition to dust deposition.

CRISM frt00008CE, 18 m/pixel

 Ambiguities in the proposed differences
between slope streaks and RSL[1,2] do not
support a genetic distinction

Size-frequency distribution

 Global dust storms do
not ‘erase’ streaks
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Time-scales of fading :
HiRISE PSP_003476_1940

RSL and slope streaks plot along a
continuum in terms of their size-frequency
distribution
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 Precipitation of a metastable stain (ferric oxides?)

Figures 2 & 3 from Mushkin et al., 2010

Comparable HiRISE color properties for slope streaks
and RSL that are distinct from other scene elements

Both streak[3] and RSL
surfaces are “dry” at time of
data acquisition

 Geomorphic and spectral commonalities place
slope streaks and RSL on a continuum of dynamic lowalbedo slope features on present-day Mars.
We propose the brine-seepage model suggested by
Mushkin et al., 2010 for low-albedo slope streaks as a
testable model for RSL and slope-streak activity.
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